ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FIFTY-FOURTH SESSION

BILL NO. 54-36
INTRODUCED BY: Rifiotis \hspace{1cm} SECONDED BY: Torossian
A BILL TO: Appoint College Representatives to the General Assembly

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:
WHEREAS, There are currently openings on the ASMSU General Assembly; and,
WHEREAS, It is vital for the General Assembly to have all the MSU colleges fully represented,
expressing their opinions, concerns and initiatives; and,
WHEREAS, The following individuals have expressed great interest in representing their
respective college, as well as endured a strict application and interview process;
therefore be it,

RESOLVED, That the following students are appointed to the General Assembly:
Pavan Sampath — Business College
Lauren Pepper — College of Veterinary Medicine
Jordan Polk — College of Social Sciences
Joshua Ressio — College of Social Sciences

INTRODUCED ON \hspace{1cm} Feb.15.2018
REFERRED TO \hspace{1cm} General Assembly \hspace{1cm} ON \hspace{1cm} Feb.15.2018
SPECIAL ACTION TAKEN \hspace{1cm} DATE
COMMITTEE ACTION \hspace{1cm} N/A \hspace{1cm} PASSED \hspace{1cm} FAILED \hspace{1cm} VOTE \hspace{1cm} DATE
FINAL ACTION TAKEN \hspace{1cm} X \hspace{1cm} Consent \hspace{1cm} Feb.15.2018
PASSED \hspace{1cm} FAILED \hspace{1cm} VOTE \hspace{1cm} DATE

PRESIDENT \hspace{1cm} VPIA